INVITATION

for

the presentation of the third edition of

„Regional Profiles: Indicators of Development”

November 11, 2014
11:00 - 12:00 am
BTA Press Club

Which districts attract the biggest investment inflows, and why?
Which districts have already recovered from the crisis and which are still struggling?
Where are the corruption perceptions highest and where does the administration perform better?
Where do citizens feel most satisfied with their living conditions?
Which municipalities stand out in terms of utilisation of EU funds?

The annual study “Regional Profiles: Indicators of Development 2014” will be presented by:
Desislava Nikolova, Chief Economist, IME
Yavor Aleksiev, Economist, IME
Alexander Tsvetkov, Manager, Regiostat

All analyses, data and other materials related to the edition will be uploaded on its specialized website: http://www.regionalprofiles.bg

For more information: Vessela Dobrinova (02/952 62 66, vessela@ime.bg)